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Dear Friends,
My family enjoy playing “Spot the Christmas lights”.
Given that it is still November as I write, we have
been surprised by how many homes have already
gone full on with their decorations. I personally have
no objection to this as Christmas is a season we
should enjoy and these Advent weeks are intended
as preparation time. My hope is that we will light up
more than our homes and possibly our gardens in
this festive season. The Light of Christ has come into
the world and the darkness will never extinguish the
ray of hope shed by Jesus incarnation.
From boy to man I have enjoyed every aspect of
Christmas. Having the privilege of seeing this across
four generations of my family, the sense of celebration and thanksgiving has only increased. I realise it
is not an easy season for all of us as often vivid
memories are triggered that can bring their own
unique mix of grief and thankfulness. Loneliness can
be magnified when we are separated from loved
ones who are far from us. It is into all these situations
of joy and pain that the Light of Christ comes.
I find the Christmas message of God entering into
human life with all its ups and downs a great comfort.
Jesus was not born into privilege but as a refugee on
the run from powerful and brutal people who sought
his death. He had the stigma of an illegitimate birth,
which was a massive one in his day. He was poor
and knew hard labour. He died young as powers colluded to snuff out his life. Yet his light is not diminished, for love is stronger than death.
As the news of his birth was given to the young woman Mary so the news of his resurrection was trusted
to the women who gathered at day break on that first
Easter morning. The Christmas Good News of incarnation touches every aspect of human life from birth
to death and beyond into the eternal hope Jesus has
won for us.
I hope we can take comfort from Christ’s nativity
whatever our circumstances. God is indeed with us
be it in Christmas family celebration or solitude we
would not have chosen. Immanuel is our story too as
God draws us to himself and invites us to receive
once more the Light of Christ.

A PRAYER FOR EPIPHANY
In Christianity, the Epiphany refers to a realisation that
Christ is the Son of God.
Western churches generally celebrate the Visit of the
Magi as the revelation of the Incarnation of the infant
Christ, and commemorate the Feast of the Epiphany on
January 6.

Arise, shine, for the Light of the World has
come!
Darkness covers the earth and its people,
but the radiance of God's Light
burns away its shadows,
illuminates the smallest corner,
and heralds in the start
of a new dawn,
where hearts no longer fear,
souls might be set free,
and sister shall follow brother,
nation shall follow nation,
and kings and princes bow down in awe
before the one who comes to reign.
Arise, shine, for the Light of the World has
come!
Alleluia
© John Birch, 2016 https://www.faithandworship.com/

OUR CHRISTMAS ANGELS 225 angels were dedicated at the Family Service on 8
December. They will be distributed in the City Centre
and in Marshalswick just before Christmas.
Many thanks to all those who knitted them.

Christmas blessings John.
12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS WALL HANGING
If you have visited church over Christmas, you will
have seen, in the foyer, a new wall hanging celebrating the 12 days of Christmas. This project was
started some time ago by two members of the sewing group, Shirley Taverner and the late Hilda
Bruce.
Hilda attended meetings from Fonthill by taxi until
she was too poorly to come. However, she did finish
some blocks, and Shirley completed the balance.
I’m sure that Hilda would be pleased with the finished result - and Shirley is certainly happy to have
it complete.
Shuna Maxwell
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AFTERNOON TEA CLUB
Tuesdays : 21st January
18th February
Back Hall - 3.00pm

HOMEWOOD ROAD BOOK CLUB
The next book club is on Monday 27 th January at
7.30pm in the Upper Room and the book we have
chosen is ‘What We Talk About When We Talk
About God – by bestselling author and pastor,
Rob Bell.

All welcome
A GOOD NEWS STORY ------For the last 3 years, a little boy named Dominic has
been collecting pyjamas and books to give to children who will be spending Christmas in shelters after escaping domestic violence.
He started the campaign when he was just 7 years
old after he realised that not everyone has a great
time at Christmas.
Now 10 years old, the youngster from London has
managed to donate hundreds of brand new pairs of
pyjamas and hundreds of books to women’s aid so
that the children can have a fresh pair of PJs and a
bedtime story on Christmas Eve.
And, this year, he is donating even more, as you
can see from the photo below, provided by his
mother.

‘When it comes to God, we
are at the end of one era
and the start of another’
Many people today picture God as mean, primitive,
backwards, illogical, tribal and at odds with the frontiers of science. At the same time, they intuitively feel
a sense of reverence and awe in the world.
Pastor Rob Bell explains why both culture and the
church resist talking about God, and shows how we
can reconnect with the God who is pulling us forward
into a better future.

Source: Good News Network

FREE CHURCH SERVICE
You are invited to attend a
Free Church Service in the
Lady Chapel on the following
Wednesdays at 11.00am:
8th January 2020
The Reverend Simon Carver
Senior Minister,

Bell uses his characteristic evocative storytelling to
challenge everything you think you know about God.
‘What We Talk About When We Talk About
God’ tackles the misconceptions about God and reveals how God is with us, for us, ahead of us, and
how understanding this could change the entire
course of our lives.
This book was, incidentally, recommended for the
TLS Lite course running in the new year - 'Talking
about God' and it fits in with our current House
Group theme 'Talking our Faith'.
If you haven’t been to a book club meeting before
and you would like to join in, you can order a copy of
the book online new or used – or order it through a
local bookshop.
Our meetings are always friendly and light hearted
over a cup of tea or coffee - and the sessions are
usually no longer than an hour. Please come and
join us!

Dagnall Street Baptist Church,
Free Church Chaplain, St Albans Cathedral.

5th February 2020
The Reverend Rosemary Fletcher
Superintendent Minister,
The St Albans & Welwyn Methodist Circuit.

Helen Griffiths
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SYNOD MODERATOR’S ADVENT LETTER
The elections in the UK are set to take place on 12 th December, never before as close to Christmas, except once
on 14 December 1918. Whether we end up in or out of the European Union will depend on the party that makes
up HM government. Two thousand years ago, Caesar Augustus decreed that a census should take place, which
expected citizens to return to their home towns and villages to register. Naturally, this was a way of controlling
population, boundaries and empires. Whether old-time census, colonialism, transatlantic or modern-day slavery
or Brexit, thereby controlling the movement of people and goods, has much to do with money and power, which
are shaped by the rich and powerful to make profit often by abusing the poor and powerless.
Bethlehem was crowded with people and included family reunions as well as those treated as strangers to their
homeland. Perhaps the cold nights were livened up by charged socio-political conversations with pleasant interruptions of dance and music, particularly by those who had no warm bed in which to sleep. Jesus’ birth was insignificant to a busy Bethlehem.
The angels descended to give good news of a universal nature. I guess they may have visited the town but were
unnoticed. The shepherds in their half-sleep in quiet nights were accustomed to being woken by a wild animal or
thief. But on that night, they were alerted by rare, unexpected music and a message. These simple folks were far
more alert and receptive to the divine mystery than the busy, rich and powerful.
We should attempt to find our quiet moments and half-sleep nights this Christmas when our minds and hearts
are ready to ponder on God’s mysteries. Decluttering from within and around us is a challenge. I heard about a
church that stops all its activities for a month a year, then picks up only those that are most relevant (perhaps
missed most) - what an excellent example of pruning.
In the synod, I feel a sense of satisfaction and often encouragement. Despite the external factors of decline, ageing people and buildings and the added burden of new legislation, the spirit within the churches is strong, serving
people and giving testimony to God’s unfailing love and righteousness. Nigel Uden, one of the two General Assembly Moderators, in his address to the October 2019 Thames North Synod said that ‘death is natural; resurrection is normal’. It is okay if a church closes. Once a seed dies, new growth is normal. He also said (a quote
from Prof Cornel West) “Never forget that justice is what love looks like in public.”. We are proud that our churches do exceptionally well in this prophetic mission.
On the family front, I am looking forward to my retirement on 16 February 2021, only about 14 months away. I
would have served two terms in my role as Moderator. Kiran, Jasmine, Rahul and Jennifer are fine. Jennifer was
diagnosed with aplastic anaemia about 5 years ago. Her condition is managed well by medication. This year has
been particularly good for her. We have much to thank God for and for her
faith, prayers by many and doctors’ care. Your prayers are appreciated.
I wish you a peaceful and joyous advent season and Christmas.
Andrew Prasad (Revd Dr)
Date 27 November 2019

Andrew and family travelled to Egypt in December last year where he enjoyed a camel ride. Evocative of the
Christmas season!
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WINTER BEDS PROJECT 2019 -2020
The Winter Beds Project, under the auspices of Open
Door, began at Trinity URC on 2nd December and will be
running till at least the end of February. It is intended as
provision of extra beds for rough sleepers during the
coldest months of the year. Five beds will be provided
each night and seven volunteers are needed each night –
three to set up, two overnight and two to clear away in
the morning.
This winter, the city council are making more money
available to help rough sleepers, hence the service will
be running every night rather than just when the temperature is especially cold. This means that many more volunteers are needed than in previous years

If you are interested in volunteering for this very valuable
local community service, please email Lucy on winterbedsproject@opendoorstalbans.org.Training will be provided.

WEEK OF PRAYER FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY
Next year’s service will be held at St Bartholomew’s
church Hall in Vesta Avenue on 19th January at 3.30
pm. This will be an informal service of worship on the
theme for the Week – ‘An Unusual Kindness’ – alongside
refreshments and socialising. Not in rows listening to
the leader and speaker, who will be Revd Kirsty Wainwright, Curate and Deacon from St. Stephen’s Parish, but informally around tables. The earlier time is to
facilitate those who prefer not to come out on a dark January evening, but in daylight. CTSA hope the service
will be well received.

WIT AND WISDOM
“Some cause happiness wherever they go;
others whenever they go.” —Oscar Wilde
“Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I’m not sure about the universe.” —Albert Einstein
“If you think you are too small to be effective,
you have never been in the dark with a mosquito.” —Betty Reese
A smile is an inexpensive way to improve
your looks.” —Charles Gordy

“Expecting the world to treat you fairly because
you are good is like expecting the bull not to
charge because you are a vegetarian.” - Anon
“Age is an issue of mind over matter. If you
don't mind, it doesn't matter. “ - Anon

A celebratory lunch following the family service
on 8th December
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MONTHLY CHARITY COLLECTIONS
In January,, we support Embrace the
Middle East .
Embrace the Middle East is a Christian charity with over 160 years' experience helping people of all faiths and
none to free themselves from a life of
poverty and injustice.
Together with local Christian communities and partner
organisations, it is bringing lasting change to the Middle
East through healthcare, education and community development projects.
The Charity has worked with and supported Christian
communities doing life-changing works in countries in the
Near and Middle East, including Turkey, Syria, Egypt,
the Balkans, Lebanon, Israel, Palestine and Cyprus. Currently Embrace supports projects in Israel, Palestine,
Lebanon, Egypt and Syria. One person helped is Kawthar; here is her story:
Life for Kawthar was becoming increasingly difficult. She
was responsible for nine family members who all had to
share a basic, three room home in Egypt. With just one
toilet between them and no space to themselves, tensions in the family would often boil over.
Kawthar had also contracted Hepatitis C and the cost of
her medical treatment had used up all their resources.
She knew that if her family were to survive, the environment the family lived in needed to change.
Kawthar applied for a home improvement loan from a
partner organisation, Habitat for Humanity, and signed
up to participate in a health programme which would alleviate some the costs associated with her treatment. She
and her family began attending the health education
classes, and as a result learned the importance of proper
ventilation. On the course, parents learn how to provide
proper nutrition for their children, and the importance of
keeping the house clean.
Life still holds challenges for this family but thanks to the
input and support of Habitat for Humanity, the future is
now looking significantly brighter.

Step aims to share, through words and actions, the
Christian faith in a lively, relevant and consistent
way. It wants to provide opportunities for churches
and local Christians to connect with their local secondary school and make a positive difference to the
lives of the young people and staff.
For sixth formers, STEP delivers Ethics and Philosophy lessons The range of topics, below, is wide:
C H R I S T I A N E T H I C S - helps students understand the complexities of Christian Ethics and specifically how the Old Testament, the teachings of
Jesus & Paul and philosophical theories impact
their decision making. Several scenarios will be
posed to help cement this understanding and reveal
that things aren't quite as black and white as we'd
hope.
D E T E R M I N I S M - Is the future already set in
stone? Do we really have free will? Are some people predestined to go or not go to heaven? Through
looking at several Christian perspectives, these
questions and more will be discussed.
G R I L L A C H R I S T I A N Sometimes students
just want to ask questions so in this lesson, we provide a space for the students to hear answers to
these. It could be about a particular topic (e.g. Nature of God, Suffering or Science and Faith) or
could be completely open to any topic within Christianity.
L I F E A F T E R D E A T H Does God always get
what he wants? Does he want everyone to go to
Heaven? Does everyone go to Heaven? Using
these 3 questions, several Christian opinions about
life after death are explored in light of Jesus' death
and resurrection.
M I R A C L E S -looks at miracles from the Bible and
stories of modern day miracles and helps us answer
the questions: why did Jesus do miracles and what
did it reveal about him?; do they still happen today?;
and why do some people get healed and others
don't.
Other topics covered are The Nature of God and
Sexual Ethics.
Lunchtime clubs are another initiative. The Emmaus
Centre and The Snug (pictured below) are drop in
cafes at Nicholas Breakspear School and Loreto
College respectively. Step has been provided with a
large area of the respective schools to have these
permanent bases to run courses and lunch time
activities.

In February, we support STEP.
Step is the St Albans and Harpenden Christian Education Project . It is a charity made up of a core staff
team and volunteers from numerous local churches .It
works in secondary schools in a number of ways such as
delivering lessons, assemblies, supporting Christian Unions, running social action projects, delivering courses,
mentoring and much more.
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ONE YEAR AFTER THE STOCKHOLM
AGREEMENT, WHICH SHOULD HAVE
BROUGHT STABILITY TO HODEIDAH AND
TAIZ IN YEMEN, CHILDREN THERE ARE
The Moderators of the United Reformed Church (URC)
General Assembly have joined Christian leaders from STILL VICTIMS OF CONFLICT.
CHURCH LEADERS URGE POLITICIANS TO
HELP POORER COUNTRIES TACKLE CLIMATE CHANGE

a number of denominations to urge the UK government to pay more attention to its international role on Hodeidah and Taiz are still the deadliest areas for chilthe impact of climate change.
dren in Yemen, one year after the signing of the Stockholm agreement which should have brought stability to
In a letter to The Times, Derek Estill and the Revd Nigel the cities says Save the Children.
Uden joined representatives of the Quakers in Britain, the
Church of Scotland, the Baptist Union of Great Britain and
others to urge politicians to help poorer countries deal with Between January and October this year, 33 children
have been killed or injured every month in the western
their climate crisis.
port city of Hodeidah and in Taiz in the southwest. Nationwide, almost half the children who died as a direct
In the letter, published on 29 November, the leaders result of the conflict in Yemen were killed in Hodeidah
wrote:
and Taiz.[
“This election campaign has seen a welcome focus on
climate change. However, little attention has been paid to
the UK’s international role. As a rich nation which has
benefited from ‘cheap’ fossil fuel energy, the UK should
support poorer countries in their responses to the climate
crisis.
“As well as finance and technology to aid a global transition to zero carbon, this support must include funding and
debt relief for countries hit by climate-related disasters.

“The UN has found that climate disasters now occur at the
rate of one a week. There is no international agreement
on how finance should be provided for countries suffering
loss and damage, and the burden continues to fall on
poorer countries that have done little to cause the crisis,
plunging them deeper into poverty.

The Stockholm agreement, signed by warring parties on
13 December 2018, aimed to stop fighting in the Red
Sea area to prevent the situation from worsening.This
lack of progress continues to cost children their lives.
Although there was a reduction in the number of casualties compared to 2018, between January and October
2019, 56 children were killed and 170 injured as a direct
result of fighting in Hodeidah alone, and child fatalities in
Taiz have more than doubled since the agreement. The
25 November saw the heaviest bombings since the start
of the ceasefire in December 2018 following a wave of
air raids in Hodeidah. Five children were also killed and
another injured from shelling in Hodeidah on 3 December.

Parties to the agreement also committed to opening up a
“The COP25 UN climate talks starting next week in Madrid humanitarian corridor in Taiz so that families can leave
the area safely, and to enable humanitarian support to
present an opportunity to make progress on this issue.
get in. So far this has not materialised.
“All people are created equal in the sight of God – and this
truth must be reflected in our actions. The UN talks must Children in Hodeidah remain trapped, with constant
include and listen to communities in the global south, for fighting threatening their lives. Humanitarian operations
whom climate issues are matters of life and death. What- continue to be challenging. Earlier this year Save the
ever the election outcome, the next government has a Children had to close some of its children’s centres for
moral duty to address these matters of global justice.”
three months owing to security fears as a result of
The letter was signed by: the Revd Ken Benjamin, President of the Baptist Union of Great Britain; Richard Bradbury, CTE Ground Level Network of Churches; Derek Estill and the Revd Nigel Uden, Moderators of the General
Assembly of the United Reformed Church; Dr Richard
Frazer, Convener of the Church and Society Council,
Church of Scotland; the Revd Jill-Hailey Harries, President, Union of Welsh Independents; Professor Clive
Marsh, Vice-President of the Methodist Conference; Paul
Parker, Recording Clerk, Quakers in Britain; and Elizabeth
Slade, Chief Officer, General Assembly of Unitarian and
Free Christian Churches.

Source: URC website

shelling. Their closures deprived more than 700 children
of a safe space and respite from the chaos of war. Hodeidah is the gateway to Yemen, with 70 per cent of all
imports arriving through the port. Even a temporary closure or disruption could decrease the availability of food,
pushing prices up even further, and triggering famine.

George Graham, Director of Conflict and Humanitarian Policy at Save the Children, said:“As the penholder
for this crisis at the UN Security Council and with British
weapons being sold to parties to the conflict, the UK has
a political and moral obligation to the children of Yemen.
The anniversary of the Stockholm Agreement is an opportunity to urge the warring parties back to the negotiating table. International pressure from countries like the
UK is crucial to end the conflict and to give Yemen’s children the chance of a decent future.”
Source: Save the Children website
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES UPDATE
Happy new year! I hope you all have a very Merry Christmas and enjoy spending
time with your families!
We have lots of exciting opportunities over the next three months to continue
learning more about our faith, Jesus and the Bible. I hope to see many of you at
the various activities that are planned.
Junior Church
Junior church will continue during Sunday morning worship at 11am. During January we will be looking at Epiphany and prayer. Then we will finish off January and
begin February looking at Biblical characters of the Old Testament including Noah, Joseph, Moses, David and Jonah. We will finish February with Pancakes and
Shrove Tuesday. Yes, we will be eating many pancakes that day! These sessions
are for all ages and include craft, food, stories, prayer, games and play.
More @ 4
More @ 4 will continue on the 2nd Sunday of the month starting at 4pm in the
church. In January we will be looking at the baptism of Jesus and then in February begin to prepare for the season of Lent. Some children have requested pancakes so this is something we can cook that week! As always if there are any favourite meals you would like to help cook please email me with ideas!
Forest Church
PLEASE NOTE FOREST CHURCH WILL BEGIN AT 3PM IN JANUARY AND
FEBRUARY. Forest church will continue on the 4th Sunday of the month. We will
meet outside the church and walk down to ‘The Wick’ together. Continue to wrap
up warm for these sessions, also bring a torch in case it is dark when we walk
back! In January we will be thinking about how God provides shelter and we will
make some shelters for animals continuing on from building our den last year. In
February we will be looking at treasures of nature. We will have our usual food at
the end, however if it is too dark to eat in the forest we will return to the church
and eat there.
Youth Group PLEASE NOTE - THE FIRST YOUTH GROUP OF THE YEAR IS
ON 19TH JANUARY.
Youth Group continues at 6.00pm – 7.30pm on 1st, 3rd and 4th Sunday of the
month. It is open for children aged 12 and upwards. We will be playing games,
having discussions, inventing and eating a lot of food! In January we will be holding a scavenger hunt, and a chocolate night. In February, due to the huge success of the first one we will be holding a 2nd cook a meal for your family night. We
will also have a pancake night with games and activities as well as a chance to
eat some and created new and wacky toppings!
Youth Church
Youth Church will meet on the 2 nd Sunday of each month. It is an opportunity for
teenagers and young adults to learn more about their faith through discussions
and games. All ages from 12 and up are welcome.
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A quick note to say that it is not just families that are welcome at these activities.
Every session is for all ages from 0 – 100, you would be most welcome to come
along. I can start having an adult table of activities for those of you that are keen!
Remember we are all children of God.
Have a great start to the year. Please watch out for any emails with changes to
days and timings in March as I will be taking a fortnights holiday.
Faye Evans
(Please note my email will remain the same even with the change of name!)

Create the three kings out of wooden spoons or lolly sticks.
Use colouring pencils, felts tips and bits of material to decorate them.
Don’t forget their hats and the presents they bought to the baby Jesus!
If you feel ambitious try and make their camels too!
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A PRAYER FOR AWARENESS

Saints of days long gone,
standing on seashore and mountain top,
considered the might of the elements
that you had created,
the roar of the wind and waves,
the constancy of the tides and seasons.
To them, Lord it was evidence enough
that your creative Spirit was still empowering
this fragile world, encircling their lives,
as the very wind and mist
that swirled around them.
We have so little time
to contemplate this world,
and complain when wind and rain
conspire to spoil our day.
Yet in doing so we often fail
to gain the comfort
and reassurance
that your saints felt in their isolation.
We forget that it was your creative breath
that set this universe in motion
and still moves across the world.
Not always predictably,
but there to be seen and felt,
there to offer the comfort and reassurance
of a God who is constant and eternal.
Thank you, Creator God,
for the constancy and ample evidence
of your love for this world
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SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Worship 11.00 am Evening Worship 6.30pm ( or as stated)
Children’s Church: Meets at the same time as Morning Worship, allowing children to attend
church with their parents.
More@4 and Forest Church: 2nd and 4th Sundays of the month respectively (except Dec)
Youth Group: 1st , 3rd & 4th Sunday evenings
MORNING
JANUARY
5th Rev John Hardaker

HC

12th Worship Group
19th Rev John Hardaker
CTM Candle Exchange
26th Rev Ann Jack
FEBRUARY
2nd Rev John Hardaker
9th

HC

Stephen de Silva

16th Rev John Hardaker
23rd Rev Ann Jack
EVENING
JANUARY
12th Martyn Macphee

HC

FEBRUARY
9th Martyn Macphee

HC

23rd The Elders

HC = Holy Communion
Copy for next edition of HH to Lesley King by Sunday 26th January please.
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